
Birds sing for their own reasons, not to please us, so a university study into this topic is
unlikely to produce any meaningful answers.
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Scientists at the University of Surrey are calling for more research on the psychological effects of listening to

birdsong. There are, it is true, worse things to research, but it is hard to think that any number of electrodes and

brain scans are likely to elucidate this welcome experience of human life. We may anthropomorphise birds,

asking ourselves, when we hear them bursting into song above the dustbins on these austere, chill, dark

mornings, just what they find to sing about. Yet it is their very lack of human motives that makes their song so

refreshing, just as the rising sun is cheering, though it does not mean to be. Birds sing for their own purposes,

not to entertain us, and they notably shun applause. We may think that in making music while we work we

imitate these creatures, but we gain most from them merely by building houses and gardens to our mutual

advantage.
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